In project management context, time management is one of the most important factors affecting project success. This paper proposes a new method to solve research project scheduling problems (RPSP) containing Fuzzy Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique (FGERT) networks. Through the deliverables of this method, a proper estimation of project completion time (PCT) and success probability can be achieved. So algorithms were developed to cover all features of the problem based on three main parameters "duration, occurrence probability, and success probability." These developed algorithms were known as PR-FGERT (Parallel and Reversible-Fuzzy GERT networks). The main provided framework includes simplifying the network of project and taking regular steps to determine PCT and success probability. Simplifications include (1) equivalent making of parallel and series branches in fuzzy network considering the concepts of probabilistic nodes, (2) equivalent making of delay or reversible-to-itself branches and impact of changing the parameters of time and probability based on removing related branches, (3) equivalent making of simple and complex loops, and (4) an algorithm that was provided to resolve no-loop fuzzy network, after equivalent making. Finally, the performance of models was compared with existing methods. The results showed proper and real performance of models in comparison with existing methods.
Introduction
Research and R&D projects are often conducted initially to design and manufacture a product with certain capabilities. A major part of projects is conducted in research organizations and institutes especially military ones. These projects have certain features including [1, 2] (1) uncertainty in defining the activities, (2) unclear and uncertain results of activities, (3) uncertainty in time and cost of activities, (4) noniterative activities, (5) loops and iterations to previous activities, and (6) parallel paths. Due to such features, a certain technique is needed to deal with such projects under determined time and cost effectively. On the other hand, backwardness and longtime of undertaking project would lead into huge costs not forecasted in initial budget plan and organizations may face numerous problems.
In practice, the projects have been implemented through an uncertain environment that ambiguity is one of the major features of such environments. Uncertainty may be considered as a property of the system which is an indicative defect in human knowledge towards a system and its state of progression [3] . Introduction of uncertainty topic for the first time entitled probability and it was attributed to Aristotle. Meanwhile, there are various types of uncertainty in the real world including fuzzy and random and being uncertain that includes the former two items [4] . Along with randomization, fuzziness is introduced as a fundamental type of subjective uncertainty [5] .
In the early 20th century, Henry Gant and Frederick Taylor introduced Gantt chart which showed start and end of projects. However, overall timescale of the projects based on precedence relationships and analyses was not possible by this technique. Therefore, network designing in project control and design to remove raised problems and providing a more comprehensive technique was developed by a group of operation research (OR) scientists in 1950 and different complicated and sometimes unsolvable. Thus, they presented a technique by merging comparison and composite methods and also by using fuzzy Delphi, which was efficient for solving problems with the foregoing features. Shipley et al. [21] presented a technique called Belief in Fuzzy Probabilities of Estimated Time (BFPET) which is based on the fuzzy logic, belief functions, and fuzzy probability distributions and development principle. Wang [22] [23] [24] dealt with development of fuzzy sets approach for planning product development projects of limited and imprecise data. The approach he adopted was in line with the works of Buckley [25] and Tatish, that is, use of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and their computational procedure. Chanas and Zielinski [26] , Chen and Huang [27] , Chen and Hsueh [28] , Fortin et al. [29] , and Ke and Liu [30] dealt with the issue of critical path in the network of projects scheduling problem that contains fuzzy duration times of activities. All these studies represent activity duration times described by means of fuzzy sets however without any component of time dependency. Huang et al. [31] have studied the project scheduling problem in CPM networks with activity duration times that are both fuzzy and time dependent.
Some new analytical methods for determining the completion time of GERT-type networks have been proposed by Shibanov [32] , Hashemin, and Fatemi Ghomi [33] . The main problem of these methods is high complexity of relations and computations in a network without loops. Kurihara and Nishiuchi [34] solved probability GERT networks by Monte Carlo simulation, and by this method, they could analyze specific kind of nodes present in GERT networks without loops (with loops [35] ). Gavareshki [1] and Lachmayer et al. [2, 36, 37] presented a new method to solve fuzzy GERT networks whose basis goes back to the method for solving CPM networks, that is, moving forward and implementation of fuzzy literature and inference of the nodes. Hashemin [38] provides an analytical procedure for this kind of networks by simplifying GERT networks. Shi and Blomquist [39] dealt with using matrix structures for solving time scheduling networks. By combination of fuzzy logic and DSM (Dependency Structure Matrix), he could introduce a new approach for solving problems on time scheduling of projects with uncertainty in periods of activities and uncertainty in overlapping the activities. Martínez León et al. [40, 41] present an analytical framework for effective management of projects with uncertain iterations in probable GERT networks. The framework is based on the Design Structure Matrix. As the introduced approach was new, it is capable of being developed in the fuzzy networks and uncertainty in the definition of activities.
Usual techniques are not able to estimate project completion time (PCT) of the projects that are executed for the first time or projects having computational problems [8, 42, 43] . Therefore, only networking techniques with particular definitions on parallel nods and branches may be regressed and can create loops in fuzzy environment which provide proper timescale for these projects by using the capabilities of fuzzy sets and networks adapted to the attributes and features of these projects. Concerning the bottlenecks of these techniques, a new method is developed to resolve Journal of Applied Mathematics 3 the problems of these networks and to understand them better. Thus, the objectives of this research are (1) to apply three parameters, duration, occurrence probability, and success probability for each of the project activities, as well as use of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to present duration, and probabilities to occurrence and success of activities,
(2) to present methods for equivalent making of parallel and series branches in fuzzy networks considering the meanings and concepts of deterministic and probabilistic nodes,
(3) to provide a new mathematical model for removing delay or reversible-to-itself branches in fuzzy networks, (4) to provide a new mathematical model for removing simple and subindependent complex loops in fuzzy networks based on transformation to reversible-toitself branches, (5) to provide an algorithm for estimating of PCT and scheduling of the simplified (no loops) fuzzy networks, based on equivalent making of parallel and series branches, (6) to provide a new mathematical model for estimating of the probability of project success.
In Section 2, features of studied problem (PR-FGERT) are described. In Section 3, assumptions and parameters will be dealt with which we come across in the process of research stages. In Section 4, the analytical approach and proposed algorithm are described. In Section 5, a numerical case study is given, so that the algorithm efficiency is demonstrated. In Section 6, the proposed algorithm and solution model validation have been presented. Finally, the conclusion and future research are presented in Section 7.
Problem Definition and Features of Studied Problem (PR-FGERT)
As mentioned in literature review, the closest and the most compatible type of network to display R&D projects is GERT network. Due to limitation of accessing time information on each activity, we used times of trapezoidal fuzzy. In most of the engineering applications, trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are used as they are simple to represent, are easy to understand, and have a linear membership function so that arithmetic computations can be performed easily [44] . These networks have capabilities such as different types of nodes, parallel branches between two nodes (various ways to do an activity and/or transition from one node to another one, Table 3 ), the existence of delay or reversible-to-itself branches as well as simple and mixed loops, precedence relationships to several nods, and the existence of several end nodes to describe and to convert a project to a model properly.
The main assumption of the research is the existence of three parameters ( 2 , 1 ,̃) for each activity wherẽis duration of doing the activities as a trapezoidal fuzzy number, 1 is occurrence probability, and 2 is the probability of ending an activity successfully (this value is independent of other activities for different branches and activities).
Concerning GERT networks' features with fuzzy times as well as presented assumptions and parameters, the firsttime-executed project can be modeled easily. To resolve these networks so that they have high performance in terms of understanding deliverables and functionality, an algorithm is provided to resolve the probability and fuzzy of these networks by using an innovative technique. It also provides an estimation of PCT along with the probability of its successful ending.
Model Assumptions and Parameters
The assumptions and parameters used in this paper are as follows.
The Modeling Procedure Has Been Done according to the Following Assumptions.
(i) Activity of the network has a single source and a single sink node. If several initial nodes and some end nodes exist, they should be connected to a dummy node.
(ii) Input side of a node was applied of And, Exclusiveor, and Inclusive-or types; output side of a node was applied of deterministic and probabilistic types.
(iii) Uncertainty in estimating duration of activities is of positive trapezoidal fuzzy number.
(iv) Uncertainty in occurrence of activities is considered of probable type.
(v) Uncertainty in success of activities is considered of probable type.
(vi) In the project activities network, loops are considered.
(vii) Maximum number of parallel branches between two nodes is three.
(viii) The number of loops iteration is uncertain.
(ix) Establishing the law of independence between existing loops in the network.
Parameters. The parameters are as follows:
( -) : output activity from node and input to node .
: output set of activities from node . : fuzzy duration of equivalent branch to series branches.
1 : occurrence probability of equivalent branch to series branches. 2 : success probability of equivalent branch to series branches.
: fuzzy duration of equivalent branch to parallel branches.
1 : occurrence probability of equivalent branch to parallel branches. 2 : success probability of equivalent branch to parallel branches.
Fuzzy Operations Used in the Proposed Solution
2 ) as two positive trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, the fuzzy operators are calculated as follows [44] :
(1)
Analytical Approach and Methodology

Conceptual Model.
In this section, new parallel and reversible branches in the fuzzy GERT (PR-FGERT) are Table 1 : Added time in other branches separating from node ( ). See Figure 11 .
Qyt. of branch ( ) occurrence
Occurrence probability Added time
presented to solve the problem defined in Section 2. In the presented analytical approach, the proposed algorithm consists of several steps so that a graphical presentation is shown in Figure 1 described in the following subsections. However, five main steps of the algorithm are as follows.
Development of Relations and Executive
Stages of Algorithm
Equivalent Making and Removing of Reversible-to-Itself
Branches. Given Figure 2 , for this type of branches, three parameters of fuzzy duration (̃), occurrence probability ( 1 ), and success probability ( 2 ) are considered. Since it is not clear how many times these branches should be repeated to free the node and node output branches ( ), thus the approach of elimination of this type of branches is defined as follows: these branches are considered as a random geometric variable called Ge( ; 1 ), where indicates number of branch repeats ( ). Thus, to eliminate this type of branches, both of mean duration that can be added and change of occurrence probability of other output branches from the node ( ) should be calculated:
(i) Computing the average of added time in other separating branches from node ( ) by elimination of branch ( ) is as follows.
According to Table 1 , mean duration added can be calculated as follows:
According to the [(1 − 1 ) ⊗̃] term, independent of too, we should exit it from summation and we have Are there series branches?
Are there loops?
performing the activities (t i-j ) probability of activities (p 1 i-j ) probability of activities (p 2 i-j ) By exiting one 1 from summation, we have
We assume that
By substituting of (6) in (5) and by simplifying, we have
Therefore, after elimination of node ( ), the fuzzy duration resulting from (7) should be added to the duration of all output branches from node ( ), in accordance with (8): (ii) Computing the change of success probability in other separating branches from node ( ) by elimination of branch ( ) is as follows.
To study the change of success probability in other branches from node ( ) by elimination of branch ( ), assume that branch ( -) with parameters ( 2 , 1 , ) is a branch of node ( ). Then, we have Table 2 .
According to Table 2 , success probability can be calculated as follows:
Now, by expanding of (9) and simplifying it, we have
So we can conclude that success probability of each branch from node ( ) is multiplied in fixed value:
(iii) Computing the change of occurrence probability in other separating branches from node ( ) by elimination of branch ( ) is as follows.
In order to calculate sum of probabilities of branches separating from node ( ) after elimination of branch ( ) becomes one, the occurrence probability of each branch should be multiplied by value of
Equivalent Making of Parallel Branches between Two
Nodes. According to assumption in present paper, there are maximum three, , , and , branches with the fuzzy times of
) between two nodes in parallel state. Then, for all activities based on the type of input and output nodes, the following states (Table 3 ) could be assumed.
(1) Parallel Branches between Two Nodes with "Probabilistic" Output and "Exclusive-Or" Input. In this state, among different ways to do an activity, only one way should be selected and implemented. To achieve the time of doing an equivalent activity, we used the average times based on occurrence probability since only one event occurs in each moment and, on the other hand, the branches are unknown. More occurrence probability of an activity would lead into its higher share in equating. In the meantime, the time of conducting each branch includes relevant time (in the case of successful conclusion) and also added time (in the case of nonconclusion of the branch). Since it was impossible to conduct other activities in that unit, the relevant time was computed based on time average of other moods. Therefore, the following can be extended by the above arguments:
Similarly, other branches ( and ) can be computed. As the result, duration of equivalent branch is
] .
(13) 
Qyt. of branch ( ) occurrence
Occurrence probability Success probability of branch (i-j)
Concerning occurrence probability and success probability of equivalent branch, since branches are parallel and independent, occurrence probability is equal to probabilities aggregation (14) . For success probability, similar averaging trend with similar times is used and we have
(2) Parallel Branches between Two Nodes with "Deterministic" Output and "Inclusive-Or" Input. In such case, it is assumed that there are three branches, , , and , for an activity. All three branches start altogether and when one of them is concluded, the other shall be stopped.
As we see, to achieve equivalent activity time, first, the time of current branches are getting defuzzy (based on (16)).
Defuzzy operation is a reversing process which returns a fuzzy distance to its crisp number:
Then, these activities will be sorted from the lowest to the highest based on defuzzy values. Now, we assign 1 for the lowest defuzzy value and mark other values: Sor̃m in (̃,̃,̃) = (̃1,̃2,̃3) ⇒̃1,̃2,̃3. (17) Therefore, we havẽ
Concerning occurrence probability and success probability, when activities are parallel and independent, occurrence probability is equal to the aggregation of standardized probabilities and success probability is a similar trend to activities duration:
(3) Parallel Branches between Two Nodes with "Deterministic" Output and "And" Input. Parallel branches show several activities. All these several activities must be performed and no processors or successor can be considered. When they are not fully conducted, it will not be possible to go to next step. So to achieve duration of equivalent branch, it is sufficient to use maximum fuzzy actor:
On the other hand, based on the approach, the success probability of equivalent branch resulted from multiple success probability of all activities (22) , since all activities should be conducted to achieve the final event and to release the next node. Also as for the occurrence probability, since the activities are parallel and independent, the occurrence probability of equivalent branch is as follows:
Equivalent Making of Series Branches.
A set of branches is called series when the path between their source nodes includes no diversion path ( ( -) ) ( Figure 3 ). To estimate 3 Table 3 : Six states of parallel branches between two different nodes.
State
Definition Figure   1 Parallel branches between two nodes with "Probabilistic" output and "Exclusive-Or" input 
Procedure of Removing Loops by Equivalent Making.
Existence of reversible branches can be eventuated to form a loop and to execute one or several activities leading to delay and increase in time of progress and performance of activities ( Figure 4 ). For removal of these loops and application of delay in a network, a fuzzy time and occurrence probability equivalent to that loop will be computed, and their impacts are applied to the activities affected by this loop. Parameters equivalent to a loop are equal to parameters of equivalent branch to the paths between the two nodes of source ( ) and end ( ) of the loop. To get such values, the following steps can be assumed:
(1) In order to reduce amount of computations, first, the parallel and series branches between two nodes of ( ) and ( ) in the main network made, based on (13)-(24), shall be equalized and shall be applied in the main graph.
(2) In the next stage, the set of branches and nodes between two nodes of ( ) and ( ), which play a role in connecting paths between these two nodes, shall be drawn based on the revised main network called ln( -) network. (3) If the equivalent branch connecting two nodes of ( ) and ( ) in ln( -) network is in a simple loop shape, we will go to step (5) . However, if the loop is in a complex loop shape, then we will go to step (4). The main assumption on priority of loops shall be as follows:
The priority shall belong to loops in which the longest distance of their source node to last level source node involves the minimum rate.
(c) Selection and solution of reviewed loop based on rendered priority in step (b) are as follows:
First, the lowest classified level in the loop shall be prioritized and based on such priority, the loops of this level shall be solved in the selected complex loop, and their impacts shall be applied based on step (6) . Then, process of prioritization shall be executed for the loop at one upper level in this complex loop. The related impacts shall be computed and applied on the basis of priority of the loops at this level of complex loop again. This process shall continue until reaching the main loop of the selected complex loop.
(d) Review of main loop is as follows:
After reviewing of all loops existing in Level 1 and application of their impacts, the impact of main loop of complex loop (Level zero) shall be computed and then we will go to step (5) . Thus, the delay impacts resulting from existence of the loops (simple and complex) in the network can be applied, and their equivalent can be made and they shall be removed from the network.
(5) Based on the parameters of the branch equalized for the paths between nodes ( ) and ( ) (̃( -) , 1 ( -) , 2 ( -) ) and parameters of reversible branch (̃( -) , 1 ( -) , 2 ( -) ), the parameters equivalent to the loop (̃l n ( -) , 1 ln ( -) , 2 ln ( -) ) can be computed as follows:
(6) For the application of the impacts of the loop (ln ( -) ) in a network, after computing parameters of the loop, it would be assumed as a delay branch ( ) on node ( ), and its impacts will be applied as (26) in the network. It shall be noted that the impacts resulted from this loop shall be applied to parameters of time and success probability on the output branches from node ( ):
Also, to fix the probability of the occurrences in the output branches from node ( ), occurrence probability of these branches will be computed by the following, so that the sum of occurrence probability of output branches from node ( ) remains at one:
Proposed Algorithm to Resolve No-Loop Fuzzy Networks.
Introduced problem solving method is based on equivalent making of parallel and series branches in each step of simplifying the fuzzy network and moving from the source node to the sink (end) node by surveying different paths between two nodes and to achieve a step in which only one equal branch is built between the two nodes of source and sink. Operation flowchart is shown in Figure 5 .
Application and Numerical Example: A Case Study
This part of the project is conducted for the first time in a research institute without any ambiguity in defining the actions and estimating the time and probability of success was considered as an applied example. In addition to supporting model validity, one can also determine the deficiencies and even inabilities of current methods in treating with parallel paths and combining them with loops as well as drawing and resolving the network. According to Figure 6 and Table 4 , the project network contains needed inputs to resolve the network.
Summary of solution procedure based on the presented algorithm is as follows: classification and prioritization of the loops existing in the network, based on steps (a) and (b), are as follows:
In the first step and based on Section 4.2.4, we equalize (eliminate) loops and compute new values of parameters. Consequently, a network without any loops is obtained as seen in Figure 7 as well as new input parameters based on Table 5 .
After three times, the network without loop (Figure 7 
Deterministic methods are used to schedule the project so that limitation in drawing the network is proportionate to actual realities (such as regressive and parallel paths). Therefore, there will be timescales with huge differences. To resolve output problem, fuzzy CPM is used (10.9). To compare outputs from proposed algorithm and other methods, average of duration is computed and percentage of deviation can be computed by real time of executing the project.
According to Table 6 , there is a huge difference (over two times) between fuzzy CPM output and real time of project termination which indicates the inability of this method to schedule R&D project. Likewise, the real time is almost in higher border of project interval from the proposed model.
It is noteworthy that the probability of project success was computable in none of the current methods while it was computable in the proposed model and its obtained value (for case study) was 59%.
Sensitivity Analysis.
In this paper, for sensitivity analysis, the impact of loops occurrence probability on the project completion time (PCT) and the success probability are examined. According to the logic of GERT with loops, it is expected that, with increasing the probability of loop occurrence, the PCT increases and the success probability decreases and vice versa. To do this, the loop number 5-3 (ln (3) (4) (5) ) is considered for sensitivity analysis. The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 7 and related charts (Figures 8 and 9 ). As can be seen, increase (decreases) in the probability of loop occurrence leeds to increase (decreases) in the PCT and decrease (increase) in the success probability.
Algorithm and Model Validation
To prove appropriate performance of the algorithm presented in this paper, the results obtained by 3 articles including scheduling of fuzzy GERT networks were selected and the proposed algorithm's output was compared with the outputs of the articles. These methods include Itakura's method [15] , which is one of the first and most valid methods provided in this area ( Figure 10 ), Gavareshki's method [1] ( Table 8) , and Hashemin's method [38] (Table 9 ), which are the latest proposed methods. Investigations revealed that the solutions found from the proposed algorithm in this paper were very close to those found by Itakura and also by Hashemin methods. Because the proposed algorithm covers more comprehensive forms of the network compared to the two methods mentioned, more efficiency of this algorithm can be confirmed.
In the article presented by Hashemin [38] , arrival time at node 5 was regarded as the end of project time and was calculated as 5.94, 9.47, 15.59, and 19.35 . By comparing the two solutions, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm is close to Hashemin's solution, and the two can be assumed equal. Consequently, the two algorithms in solving the problem have an equal performance.
However, Hashemin's method [38] is only suitable for special states of fuzzy GERT networks with specific nodes (nodes with Exclusive-or receiver and Exclusive-or emitter), without loops and delay branches, while the proposed algorithm in this paper covers a wide range of networks.
Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, it is attempted to make a brief study within an applied comparison on some of introduced techniques, by making a historical review on estimation of PCT in condition of having uncertainty in the activities network, duration, and path. As it is mentioned, most of papers and scientific works have been performed on two fields of fuzzy and probability. Researchers have solved problem of estimating time under uncertain conditions, directly regarding to two above-mentioned approaches or through combining them with linear and nonlinear planning models and simulation or through innovative solutions. Generally, in the conducted study, it can be concluded that most of performed works are related to estimations under network, and the best networks have been developed for the uncertain conditions are related to the PERT and GERT networks.
Since use of probabilistic distribution techniques in the projects including large activity network and a dynamic environment full of uncertainty has been rather complicated, difficult, and limited, during the recent decades, attention to simulation and fuzzy approaches has been considerably intensified and development of techniques in these fields is expanded. Therefore, in this paper, it is tried to merge fuzzy and probability techniques, in order to introduce a new approach to solve scheduling of projects having networks with parallel, series, and reversible cycle branches (RP-FGERT) for estimating of PCT and success probability. To measure the validity of algorithm, a case study was solved and related results were presented in Section 5. Then, different methods were compared. Provided results in Section 6 show more accuracy and closeness to real time estimation. Thus, the problems about estimating duration of research or R&D projects can be solved in a better way. It is also resolvable and proper. The complexities existing in other techniques are highly prevented. The proposed algorithm will be able to extend for different types of probabilistic and deterministic nodes, with probable and certain inputs and outputs in future. Meanwhile, using different parallel paths between nodes of the above-mentioned types could be solved. In future, proposed algorithm (method) would need research and development in the below areas:
(i) On complex loops, yet is opportunity for more research and development on subdependent complex loops. (ii) One can work on changing provided algorithm to flowcharts and create software.
(iii) It is possible to use fuzzy numbers in estimating occurrence probability of activities and loops instead of probabilistic functions. (iv) One can use analysis of sensitivity and update scheduling of activities network with loops.
(v) To estimate cost of each activity and project completion based on the proposed algorithm.
